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FINITELY GENERATED PROJECTIVE MODULES
AND TTF CLASSES

ROBERT W. MILLER

Let P be a finitely generated projective right Λ-module
w ith trace ideal T and A -endomorphism ring B. Associated with
P are the TTF classes, 2ΓF = {AX \ P <g) X = 0} and 3Ή =
{XA I Hom(F, X) = 0}. An investigation of these TTF classes
yields characterizations of various conditions on P and Γ; e.g.,
(1) BP is projective (flat) and (2) AT is projective (flat). The
concept of weak stability for a hereditary torsion class is
introduced and characterizations are given.

A small portion of this paper was taken from the author's doctoral
dissertation, under the direction of Professor F. L. Sandomierski, at the
University of Wisconsin. The author is indebted to Professor San-
domierski for his guidance and encouragement.

1. Preliminaries. In this paper all rings will be associative
with unit and all modules will be unitary. E(M) will denote the injective
hull of a module M. Given a ring A the category of all left (right)
A-modules will be denoted by AM{MA).

A familiarity with torsion theories and their terminology is assumed.
For further information the reader is referred to [5] or [14]. Given a
hereditary torsion class ZΓ, its associated idempotent topologizing filter
will be denoted by f{3~). We let t(X) denote the torsion submodule of a
module X.

Jans [7] has called a torsion class 9~ which is also a torsionfree class
for some torsion class <<?, a torsion-torsionfree (TTF) class. In this case we
have a TTF-theory (<#, SΓ, 3?). In [7] it is shown there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the TTF classes of AM and the idempotent
ideals of A given by SΓ^T = c(A), the ^-torsion submodule of
A. The inverse correspondence is given by T-> 3~ = {AX | TX = 0}.
One easily checks that % = {AX \ Λ/T(g)X = 0}, 9 =
{ΛX|Hom(A/T;X) = 0}, and T is the smallest element in f(SΓ) (i.e.,
T G f(2Γ) and T C I for all / E /(^)).

For an A-module [/, we say that an A-module X is of ί7-dominant
codimension ^ n (written (7.dom.codim.X ^ n) if there is an exact
sequence

where each Xt is a direct sum of copies of U. This definition is dual to
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the definition of V-dominant dimension given in [12]. We shall let
^n(UA) (2)n(VA)) represent the full subcategory of MA consisting of all
A -modules of [/-dominant codimension ^ n (V-dominant dimension
^ n). Clearly for all n ^ 1, 3)n+ι(VA)C 2)n(VA) and <βn+x{UA)C <€H(UA).

It is well known that {SΓ, 2P) C AM is a hereditary torsion theory if
and only if (2Γ, 3?) is cogenerated by an injective module AV\ that is,
SΓ = {AXI Hom(X, V) = 0} and ^ = ® , ( A V ) . By [12, Lemma 5.3]
Y E 2)2(AV) if and only if Y is torsionfree and £f-injective.

LEMMA 1.1. Let SΓ be the hereditary torsion class cogenerated by the
injective module AV. The following are equivalent.

(1) AYE%(AV)
(2) Ext* (Λ //, Y) = 0 for all 0 =i k < n and for all I E

REMARK. If 3~ is a TTF class and T is the smallest element in f(9~)
then (2) may be replaced by Ext*(Λ/Γ, Y) = 0 for all OS k < n.

Proof. By [14, Proposition 2.8] Y e S > , ( A V ) = ^ if and only if
Hom(A//, Y) = 0for all / G f{3~). For n > 1, Y e @n(AV) if and only if
there is an exact sequence

where M is a direct product of copies of V and N E 3)n_,(A V). The result
follows by an easy induction.

Let PA be projective with trace ideal T (see [1]) and B = End(PA).
The functors F = P (g)Λ ( ): AM -> BJ< and H = Hom(PA, ): i ί Λ -^ MB

yield TTF classes 5"F = {AX | F( A X) = 0} and ^ H = {XA | H(XA) = 0}. It is
easy to check that T is the smallest element in both filters /(^V) and
f(JH), and that c€H = (€λ{PA).

LEMMA 1.1*. Let 3Ή be the TTF class generated by the projective
module PA. The following are equivalent.

(1) XAE^n(PA).
(2) Tort (X,A/T) = 0 for all 0^k<n.
(3) Tor, (X, Y) = 0 for all 0 g Jk < n and for all Y E JF.
(4) E x t * (X, M) = 0 for all 0^k<n and for all M E 3~H.

Proof. The proofs of (1) <£> (2), (1) Φ> (3), and (1) <=> (4) are dual to
the inductive proof of Lemma 1.1. Note that X E c€i(PA)= %H if and only
if X <g) A IT = 0, if and only if X (g) Y = 0 for all Y e £TF, if and only if
Hom(X, M) = 0 for all M G 3Ή Furthermore, for n > 1, X G ^n(PA) if
and only if there is an exact sequence
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where U is a direct sum of copies of P and K E ^ ^ ( P Λ ) .

If PA is finitely generated projective it is well known that AP* =
Hom(P, A) is finitely generated projective and that T is also the trace
ideal of A P*. In this case P (g)ΛX = HomΛ(P*,X); hence JF =
{ΛX|Hom(P*,X) = 0} and <βF = cβ1(AP*). Thus T is in both cβι(PA) and
^i^P*) . The following theorem may be of independent interest.

THEOREM 1.2. For PA finitely projective with trace ideal T, T E
<€n(PA) if and only if TE<βn(AP*).

Proof For fc^l we have that Tork(Γ,A/Γ) =
Tork+1(A/Γ, A/T) = Tor* (A/T,T). The result follows by Lemma 1.1*
and the above remarks.

The right derived functors for a hereditary torsion class 3~ C AM are
discussed in [4]. These derived functors are given by R%(X)= ί(X),
R)r(X)= t(E(X)/X)/t(E(X)) + X/X, and R$(X) = Rnfι(E(X)/X) for
n ^ 2 . It is easy to see that i?V(X) = 0 for all X E l The reader is
referred to [16] for further information pertinent to our discussion. The
ring A is said to have ίf-gl.dim.A ^n provided Rγ\X) = 0 for all
X E Λ ^ .

Let 3~ C AM be a TTF class with T = c(Λ). The following lemma is
an easy consequence of the fact that t(X) = Hom(Λ/Γ, X) for any
module AX.

LEMMA 1.3. Let SΓ C AM be a TTF class with T the smallest element
inf(SΓ). For a module ΛX, R"7(X) = Extn(A/T,X).

COROLLARY 1.4. // SΓ C AM is a TTF class with T the smallest
element in f{SΓ) then ^-gl.dim.Λ ^ n if and only if h.d.Λ(A/Γ)^ n.

2. Main results. For a hereditary torsion theory (£Γ, &) C AM
cogenerated by the injective module A V the condition that ίf-gl.dim.A =
0 is examined in [15]. Teply shows [15, Theorem 3.1] that ^-gl.dim.Λ = 0
if and only if & is closed under homomorphic images. It is easy to see that
2F being closed under homomorphic images is equivalent to 2X(AV) =
3 2 (AV). In [11] S^-gl.dim.Λ = 0 is characterized in the special case that SΓ
is TTF. [11, Theorem 1.3] gives several equivalent conditions; e.g.,

{AIT) is projective where T = c(A). If SΓ = 2ΓF = {ΛX|P(g)X = 0} for
PA projective [11, Theorem 2.3] equates 5>-gl.dim.A = 0 to conditions
on P.

The dual situation is also discussed in [11]. Let SΓ = SΓH =
{XA I Hom(P, X) = 0} for PA projective. It is easily checked that c€ι(PA) =

A
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C€2{PA) if and only if <#„ = ^^PA) is hereditary. Hence [11, Lemma 1.2]
gives several conditions equivalent to ($\(PA) = <€2{PA)\ e.g., A(A/T) is
flat. [11, Theorem 2.1] relates (€ι(PA) = ^ 2 ( / A ) to conditions on P.

Throughout the remainder of this paper, unless otherwise noted, PA

will be a finitely generated projective A -module with trace ideal T and
B = End(PΛ). The notation used for the two TTF theories given by PA

will be that developed in §1. The purpose of this section is to discuss the
next higher dimensional situation for these TTF theories; i.e., to investi-
gate 3)2(AV)= 9 3(AV), 5>gl.dim.A ^ 1, and their duals.

The first two conditions of the following theorem are equivalent for
an arbitrary hereditary torsion theory (this is essentially [8, Corollary
2.3a]). The first three conditions are equivalent for any TTF-theory.

THEOREM 2.1. Let 3~F = {AX | P(g)X = 0} be cogenerated by the
injective module AV. The following are equivalent.

(1) 22(AV)=23(ΛV).
(2) Given any torsionfree 3~F-injective module AX and any

epimorphism θ: X—» Y with YE &F, then Y is SΓF-injective.
(3) Extι(AT, AN) = 0 for all N G ΦΨ.
(4) BP is projective.

Proof By [6, Theorem 4.5] (2) is equivalent to the localization
functor Loj (here 2f = 3~F) being exact (see [14] for a discussion of L^).
Using Lemma 1.1 it is easy to see that 22(AV) = 2)3(AV) if and only if
E(M)IM is 5~F-injective for all torsionfree ίfF-injective modules
M. Thus the equivalence of (1) and (2) follows by [8, Corollary 2.3a].
The equivalence of (2) and (4) follows since for 3~ = £ΓF, LT(AM) =
Homβ(F, P 0 M ) [3, Proposition 1.6], and P 0 A Hom β (F, - ) is natur-
ally equivalent to the identity functor on BJί. That (3) => (1) follows by
Lemma 1.1. We will not prove (2) φ (3), but will prove its dual below.

The following provides the dual result. We call a module X
J-projective provided Ext](X, M) = 0 for all M G ST.

THEOREM 2.1*. For &Ή = {XA | Hom(P, X) = 0} the following are
equivalent.

(1) « 2 (PΛ)=«3(PΛ) .

(2) Given any 9~H-projective module XA G ̂ H and any monomor-
phism i: L-^X with L G ^H, then L is SΓH-projective.

(3) ToΓ l(NA, AT) = 0 for all N G <£„.
(4) BP is flat.

REMARK. The equivalence of (1) through (3) remains valid in the
case that PA is not finitely generated. Thus if A is left semihereditary,
^2(UA)= <<o3(UA) for every projective module UA.
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Proof. (1) φ (2) By Lemma 1.1* X G (€2{PA). Let Y = Coker / and
consider the exact sequence

Since both L&AIT and Tor,(X,Λ/Γ) are zero we see that YE
(€2(PA)=%(PA)\ ie., Tor2(Y,A/T) = 0. Thus Torx(L,A/T) = 0 which
implies L is ίΓH-projective.

(2) φ (3) For N E^H there is an epimorphism β: U-+N where (7
is a direct sum of copies of P. Setting K = Ker β we obtain the exact
sequence

Since KjKT^T = 0 it is sufficient to show Tov^U/KT, T) =
Tor2(U/KT,A/T) = 0. This follows since U is projective, and by assump-
tion, Tor1(ί:Γ,A/Γ) = 0.

(3) φ (1) Follows by Lemma 1.1*.
(3) φ (4) Let a: LB-^> MB be a monomorphism and let KΛ =

Ker(α(g)lp). Since βP(g)F* = β β we see that X(g)P* = 0; thus
iC 0 T - 0. Setting / = Im(α: (g) 1P) we have the commutative diagram

0 = K ( g ) T ^ L ( g ) P ( g ) T ^ / ( g ) T - * 0 (exact)

Now γ is one-to-one as (M(g)F)//G ̂ H Hence α(g)lP(g)lr is
one-to-one. The result follows since BP §Z)T = BP.

(4) φ (3) Consider the natural epimorphism 77: AP* 0 F->ΛT.
Since A # = Ker rj G 5ΓF W e have, for all N G «„, N 0 K = N (g) ίί/ΓX s
N 0 A / Γ 0 J K : = O. We conclude Tor,(N, Γ) = 0 since AP*®P is flat
[10, Theorem 2.3].

A hereditary torsion theory (3~, SF) C ΛJί is said to be perfect
provided every left A<^-module (where Aj is the left ring of quotients
with respect to 3~) is torsionfree viewed as an A-module. Equivalently by
[6, §4] (2Γ, & = %{AV)) is perfect if and only if (i) 22(AV) = ®3(ΛV), and
(ii) f(2Γ) is ίΓ-noetherian (i.e., if /, C I2 C is an ascending chain of left
ideals whose union is in f(!T), then Ik E/(5") for some k). In view of
Theorem 2.1 it would be interesting to characterize when f(SΓF) is
S^-noetherian via a condition on BP.
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THEOREM 2.2. For SΓF = {AX \ P (g) X = 0} the following are equiv-
alent.

(1) f{SΓF) is 2Γ-noetherian.
(2) // BJVi C B N 2 C 15 an ascending chain of submodules of BP

whose union is P, then Nk - P for some k.
(3) Hom(βP, - ) commutes with direct sums.

Proof. By [6, Theorem 4.4] (1) is equivalent to the localization
functor LorF commuting with direct sums. The equivalence of (1) and (3)
follows by the same reasons listed in the proof of (2) => (4) of Theorem
2.1.

(1) φ (2) Let Nλ C N2 C be an ascending chain of submodules of

BP whose union is P. Since P = Hom(P*,A) we have that AP*NιC
A P * N 2 C is an ascending chain of left ideals of A where P*JV, =
{ Σ z g | z E P * , gEN,}. Now Γ = P * P = P * ( U N i ) C UP*N t, and thus
UP*NιEf(ZΓF). So P*Nk ef(SΓF) for some fc; i.e., P*Nk = T. Hence
Nk = P by [13, Theorem 2.2].

(2) => (1) Let Iλ C /2 C be an ascending chain of left ideals of Λ
whose union is in f(2ΓF)' Then P/! C P/2C is an ascending chain of
submodules of β P. Since P = PT C P( U /,) C U PI, we have that P/fc = P
for some it. Thus Ik G / ( 5 » as P (g) A//k = P/P/fc = 0.

For the TTF class ?ΓF various other torsion theoretic chain condi-
tions can be characterized via conditions on BP. For a hereditary torsion
class 2Γ with torsion radical t (see [14]), a module X is said to be
ί-noetherian (ί-artinian) provided X has ACC (DCC) on closed sub-
modules. M is a closed submodule of X provided X/M E 3P. The
following theorem is essentially [10, Theorem 3.3].

THEOREM 2.3. Let (% Si, &) C AM be a TTF theory with T= c(A).
For AX there is a one-to-one inclusion preserving correspondence between
the submodules of X belonging to % and the closed submodules of X given
by Y-^(Y: T)x = {x E X | Tx C Y). The inverse correspondence is given
by M->TM.

Proof In view of [10, Theorem 3.3] we must show that X/M E &
(i.e., T(x + M) = 0 implies x E M) if and only if (TM: T) x C M (the
reverse inclusion is always true). This follows since (using the idempo-
tence of T) T(x + M) = 0 if and only if x E (TM: T)x.

COROLLARY 2.4. For PA finitely generated projective
(1) AA is tF-artinian {tF-no ether ian) if and only if BP is artinian

(noetherian).
(2) If AA is tF-artinian (ίF-noetherian) then BB is artinian (noeth-

erian).
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(3) // AA is tF-artinian and AT is finitely generated then AA is
tF-noetherian.

REMARKS, (i) Statements (1) and (2) provide a slight generalization
of [13, Proposition 2.3].

(ii) For a hereditary torsion class SΓ C AM, Manocha [9, Corollary
6.15] has shown that AA being ί-artinian implies AA is ί-noetherian
provided if is perfect. In our special case (3), we require only that f{3~F)
contain a cofinal family of finitely generated left ideals.

Proof. The corollary follows easily by [13, Theorem 2.2] and
Theorem 2.3. In (2) since Λ P * is finitely generated we have that Λ P * is
ίF-artinian (ίF-noetherian) [9]. In (3) BP is finitely generated as AT
is. Thus BP is noetherian by (2); and (3) follows by (1).

We now turn our attention to ίΓF-gl.dim.A ^ 1 and its dual. First, we
need the following definition.

DEFINITION. We say that a hereditary torsion class 9~ C AM has
weak stability if given any injective module AM we have that M/t(M) is
if-injective.

Note that if a hereditary torsion class 9~ is stable then SΓ has weak
stability as every injective module splits. The following theorem provides
some characterizations of weak stability.

THEOREM 2.5. For a hereditary torsion class SΓ C AM the following
are equivalent.

(1) 3~ has weak stability.
(2) For any SΓ-injective module ΛM, M/t(M) is 3~-injective.
(3) R2r(X) = 0 for allXESΓ.

Furthermore, if SΓ is a TTF class with T the smallest element in f(&) then
each of (1) through (3) are equivalent to any of the following.

(4) AT is SΓ-projective.
(5) For any 3~ -projective module AU, TU is SF -projective.
(6) For any projective module AU, TU is 2/~-projective.

Finally, any of statements (4) through (6) imply that A<? = End( Λ T).

REMARKS, (i) If the hereditary torsion class 5" has weak stability
the localization functor is given by L^(ΛM) = lim/G/(^)Hom(/, M). This
generalizes [14, Proposition 7.7]. The proof is identical to that given in
[14] letting E represent the ^-injective envelope of t{M) (instead of the
injective envelope). One easily checks that Si has weak stability if and
only if Ext2(A //, X) = 0 for all / E f(9~) and for every torsion ^-injective
module X.

(ii) J having weak stability implies that if N E SP is the
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homomorphic image of a 5"-injective then N is the homomorphic image
of a torsionfree ^-injective. This situation also occurs when A E 9*. In
[3, Theorem 2.1] it is observed for & a TTF class that Aj = End(T/t(T)).
Hence if A E & then A? = End(ΛΓ).

Proof. (1) φ (3) Let X E 3~ and let Ej(X) denote its ^-injective
envelope. By the exact sequence

O = R\{{

it suffices to show that R2^(N) = 0 for any ίf-injective NEST. Now
N=t(E(N)), and so E(N)/N is ίΓ-injective by assumption. Hence
Rιj(E(N)/N) = 0. Thus Rl(N) = 0 as i?HE(N)) = 0.

(3)=> (2) For M ^-injective, Rι?(M) = 0. Thus Rι?(M/t(M)) = 0
since R\(t{M)) = 0 by assumption. This implies that M/t(M) is ίf-
injective as M/t(M)E &. That (2) φ (1) is trivial.

Now let Si be a TTF class. That (5) φ (6) is trivial, and (6) φ (4)
follows since ΓΛ = T. The equivalence of (3) and (4) follows since for
X E J w e have that Ext^T, X) = Ext2(Λ /Γ, X) = /? 2

y(X) by Lemma 1.3.
( 4 ) φ (5) Let U be SΓ-projective. Since Hom(Ti7,X) = 0 for all

XE SΓ it follows that U/TU is SΓ-projective. Since ί7/Γί7 E SΓ there is
an epimorphism a: Y-» U/TU where ΛY is a direct sum of copies of
AIT. By (4) we have that Ext2(Y,X) = 0 for all XEd'. Thus
Ext2([//T[/,X) = 0 for all XE 2Γ since U/TU is a direct summand of
Y. This implies 7T/ is ίΓ-projective as U is ίf-projective.

Finally, since 9~ is TTF, A? = Hom(T, A/t(A)) (see [3]). However,
Hom(T,Λ/ί(Λ)) = Hom(T,Λ) = Hom(T, T) where the first isomor-
phism follows by (4) and the second by the fact that Hom(T, AIT) = 0.
Therefore, Λ^ = End(AT).

COROLLARY 2.6. For PA finitely generated projective the following
are equivalent.

(1) 2ΓF has weak stability.
(2) 3~H has weak stability.
(3) The natural map η: P* 0 BP^> T is an (Λ, A)-isomorphism.

Proof We prove only (1) <=> (3) as the equivalence of (2) and (3)
follows by symmetry.

(1) φ (3) AK = Ker η is a direct summand of AP*(&P as AT is
^-projective. Therefore, K E^pΠ 3~F, which implies K = 0.

(3) φ (1) Since BJB is a generator there is an exact sequence

P* <g) M2-> P* (8) M, -^ P * (g) P -> 0
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where Mx and M2 are direct sums of copies of BB. Thus AT =

AP*(g)PE%2(AP*). Now ^ F = { A X|Hom(P*,X) = 0}, and so AT is
ίfF-projective by Lemma 1.1*. Hence 2ΓF has weak stability by Theorem
2.5.

Our next theorem characterizes ίf-gl.dim.A ^ 1 for a TTF class 5".
Weak stability provides the link between 3)2(A V) = 3)3(A V) and 2Γ-
gl.dim.A ^ 1.

THEOREM 2.7. Let 5 QAM be a TTF class cogenerated by the
injective module AV with T = c(A). The following are equivalent.

(1) ^-gl.dim.A ^ 1.
(2) & has weak stability and 2)2(AV) = 23(AV).
(3) AT is projective.
(4) For any projective module AU, TU is projective.
(5) For any 3~-projective module A X E ί , h.d.X^l.

REMARK. Statement (2) says that any torsionfree homomorphic
image of a ^-injective module is if-injective. The equivalence of (1) and
(2) is true for any hereditary torsion theory and is due to C. Megibben
(see [16, Remark ii]).

Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (3) follows by Corollary 1.4. The
equivalence of (2) and (3) follows by Theorem 2.1 (3) (with its preceding
remark) and Theorem 2.5 (4). That (4) implies (3) is trivial.

(3) Φ (5) Let X E 3~ be 5~-projective. As in the proof of (4) φ (5) of
Theorem 2.5, X is a direct summand of a direct sum of copies of AIT.
Thus h . d . X ^ l .

(5) => (4) If AU is projective then UITU is ^-projective, and we
have that h.d. U/TU ^ 1. Thus TU is projective.

Since AT being finitely generated is equivalent to f{3~) containing a
cofinal family of finitely generated left ideals we have the following
corollary.

COROLLARY 2.8. For 2ΓCAM a TTF class with T=c(A) the
following are equivalent.

(1) SΓ is perfect and has weak stability.
(2) AT is finitely generated projective.

Dualizing, we have the following result.

THEOREM 2.7*. For SΓH = {XA |Hom(P,X) = 0} the following are
equivalent.

(1) SΓH has weak stability and cβ2{PA)= ^ 3 ( P Λ ) .

(2) Given any &~H~projective module X and any monomorphism
i: L-+X with L E %H, then L is 3~H-projective.
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(3) AT IS flat.
(4) For any injectiυe module MΛ, M/tH(M) is injective.
(5) For any 3Ή-injectiυe module YA E 2ΓHti injectiυe dim. Y ^ 1.

Proof. By Corollary 2.6 and Lemma 1.1*, 2ΓH has weak stability if
and only if Tor^M, T) = 0 for all M E 3^. This fact and Theorems 2.1*
and 2.5 yield the equivalence of (1) through (3). That (4) is equivalent to
(5) is easy.

(3) <£> (4) Both (3) and (4) imply that 3Ή has weak stability. Thus for
MA injective we have M = M/tH(M) = Hom(T, M) = Hom(Γ, M) where
the first isomorphism follows since Ext\A/T, M) = 0 and the second
since Ext !(T, tH(M)) = 0. The equivalence of (3) and (4) now follows by
[12, Lemma 1.3].

In view of Theorems 2.7 and 2.1 we have that ZΓF-gl.dim.A = 1 if and
only if h.d. BP = 0 and ?ΓF has weak stability. We conclude this paper with
a generalization of this result to higher dimensions, plus give the dual
result.

THEOREM 2.9. Let PA be finitely generated projectiυe. Let n ^ 1 and
suppose that R ̂ (X) = 0 for all X G &F, 2 ̂  k ^ n + 1. Then the following
are equiυalent.

(1) SΓF-gl.dim.Λ ^ n + 1.
(2) h.d. B P ̂  n and R ΫF\X) = 0 for all X E SΓF.

Proof. By Lemmas 1.3 and 1.1* we have that AT E ^ ( A P * ) . Thus
there is an exact sequence

X n > Xn-ι > ' > XQ > AT > 0

where each Xh 0 ̂  / ̂  n, is a direct sum of copies of Λ P * . Tensoring with
PΛ yields the exact sequence

where each P 0 Xf is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of BB. Set

(1) φ (2) By Corollary 1.4 h.d. Λ ^ = t, and thus AK is projective.
Hence X is a direct summand of Xn which implies that BP 0 K =
Ker(l 0 dn_0 is projective. Therefore, h.d. B P ̂  n as β P 0 Γ = β P

(2) Φ (1) B P 0 i ί is projective as h.d. β P ̂  n. One easily checks that
P* 0 P 0 K is projective. Since K = Im dn E ^i( A P*) there is a natural

Λ-epimorphism ηκ: P* ξξ) P ® K -> K given by (/ 0 p 0 fe)τ?κ = /(/?)fc
where / E P*, p E P, and fc E K (see [10]). Note that N = Ker τ/κ E SΓF

Λ
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as P (g) N = 0. Therefore, Ext 1 ^, Y) = 0 for all Y E 9¥. By a dimension
shifting argument we see that Extn+1(Γ, Y) = 0 for all Y E f F ; i.e.,
J? 5ί2( Y) = 0 for all Y E ^F. Since 1? £2(X) = 0 for all X E STF (1) follows.

THEOREM 2.9*. LeίPΛ be finitely generated projective. Lβtn g 1
ίftaί I? L(X) = 0forallXAESΓH,2^k^n + l. Then the follow-

ing are equivalent.
(1) Weak dim. A ( A / Γ ) ^ n + 1.
(2) Weafc dim. β P ^ n and R n£(X) = 0 /or a// XΛ E ^

Proof. By assumption Λ Γ G ^ ^ ( Z * ) . The proof is similar to that
of Theorem 2.9 with the obvious modifications; we use the same
notation. In (1) φ (2), since K E ^ ( A P * ) is flat we see that BP (g) K is flat
using [2, Proposition 2.2]. Also, using (1), AT E ^ Π + 2 (ΛP*) ; this implies
K&2(X) = 0 for all X G J H In (2) Φ (1) RγH

2(X) = 0 for all X E J H

yields j ε « B + 2 ( A P * ) ; thus Torn+2(X,Λ/Γ) = 0 for all X E SΓH. Since
weak dim. β P ^ n we see that ΛP*(g)P(S)K is flat. Therefore
Tor2(M, K) = 0 for all ME%H as N E SΓF. By dimension shifting
Torn+2(M,Λ/T) = Torn+1(M, T) = 0 for all ME%H.
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